
SENTIA THE GLOBAL SCHOOL 
Class:III       PT1 Revision Paper    Subject: English 

SECTION A 

I. Draw and fill in the Character web by writing about some actions: 
1. You do  2. Mother does   3. Dad does   4. School bus driver does 
 
II. Answer the questions. 
1. Whose advise did Zippy took to fly to China? 
2. How does the blue kite feel at the end of the story? 
3. Who is the main character in the story Mala goes to school? 
4. Is Mala intelligent? Which details from the story tell you about it? 
 
III.  
1. Describe your daily routine in correct sequence from the time you wake up till you go to bed. Use words like first, 
then, next, after that and finally. 
2. Answer the questions in the correct tense. 
   a. What do you like to read? 
   b. Do you exercise regularly? 
 
IV. Write the story map of the story “The BLUE KITE”. 
1. Title of the story _________________. 
2. What is the story about? ________________. 
3. Where does it takes place? _________________. 
4. What happens in the story? ________________. 
5. End. _______________________. 
 
V. Who brings the boats ashore in the poem “where go the Boats”. 
 
VI. Read the passage and answer the questions.  
Ron had a big grocery shop. He worked all day buying and selling different things like milk, sugar, tea, snacks, fruits 
and vegetables. One night, Mark locked the shop and went home. That’s when the fun began. The Jam bottles stood 
in rows like bowling pins! The watermelon rolled the passage and knocked them all down. The bananas began to jump 
with joy and the carrots danced. “Its morning, friends, get back to your places!” said the milk Jug. 
a. List two parts from the story that cannot really happen. 
b. List one part from the story that can really happen. 

SECTION B 

I. Fill in the blanks with is, am or are.           

1. You _______ very smart.    2. The children ______ helpful. 

3.I _________  an artist.    4. Rohan ___________ a dancer. 

5.She ___________ very talkative.  

 

II. Fill in the blanks with vowel team letters.           

1. f l__ __ t  2. d r __ __ m  3.p ___ ___ nt  4.st ___ ___ l  5. S___ ____l   

  

III. Write the rhyming word.  

1. Round  2. Seem 3.Brown 4.treat  5.Scent.  

 

IV. Add  “ed” and write a sentence. 

1. hope   2. Like  3.Pull  4.Travel 5.Stop  6.Reach. 

 

 

 



V. Fill in the blanks with correct form.  

1. I am _________ (go) too. 

2. You are always ___________ (waste) time. 

3.I am ________(go ) now. 

4. What are you ___________(do)? 

 

VI. Match the subjects with their predicates: 

1. The little boy    went to Delhi 

2. They      are beautiful 

3. All the flowers    likes to watch movies 

 
VII. Choose the correct word.  
1. He ___________ (want/ wants) chocolates. 
2. They ___________ (walks/ walk) regularly. 
3. I ___________ (goes/ go) to park everyday. 
4.Why don’t you ________(wake/ wakes) early 
5. Arun ________ (bring/brings)flower for our teacher everyday. 
 
Fill in the chart with adjectives of each picture.         

             

 Height/Body Face Age Hair 

Picture 1

 

    

Picture 2      

 

    

Picture 3              

 

    


